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Abstract

This paper reviews recent advances in application of cognitive therapy (CBT) to a therapeutic problem in

depression. Modern follow-up studies indicate that, in spite of the efficacy of pharmacotherapy, relapse

and recurrence rates in some depressed patients remain high. This does not appear mainly due to failure

to receive medication, but to reflect intractability of the disorder. In acute treatment, psychological treat-

ments, although beneficial, are less cost-effective than antidepressants, due to high costs of therapists.

Benefit which lasts longer, particularly if combined with medication, may therefore be particularly valu-

able. There have now been seven randomized controlled trials of cognitive therapy designed specifically

to test relapse and recurrence prevention. All have shown significant benefit, which lasts beyond the

cessation of therapy. The effect appears to be more on preventing symptom return than on lessening

current symptoms, to summate well with continuation andmaintenance antidepressant, and not to be due

simply to enhanced medication adherence. Incorporation into routine clinical practice is now appropriate

and recommendations are proposed.
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The therapeutic problem

It has been recognized for some time that in spite of

the efficacy of antidepressants in acute treatment, the

longer term outcome of depression is problematic.

Major follow-up studies published in the 1980s (Keller

et al., 1984; Kiloh et al., 1988; Lee and Murray, 1988)

showed high rates of relapse and recurrence.

Initially it was possible to view these findings as

reflecting a failure to apply routine continuation of

antidepressant for 6 months to a year after acute

treatment, and long-term maintenance of medication

in some patients. However, it has become apparent

more recently that the problem still remains despite

full recognition of the need for longer term medi-

cation, and its reasonably adequate delivery.

A series of studies from Cambridge illustrates the

problem. In 1990 we began a prospective follow-up of

depressed patients receiving psychiatric treatment,

mainly as hospital in-patients. One of the main aims

was to determine whether longer outcome was still

poor with modern treatment.

Short-term outcome was good. The large majority

of subjects (87%), had achieved full remission by

15 months, and 94% had achieved at least partial re-

mission (Ramana et al., 1995). However, in the next

15 months, 40% of those who had achieved at least

partial remission, relapsed to major depression. These

findings were very similar to those of the NIMH col-

laborative study (Keller et al., 1984), more than a dec-

ade earlier.

There was one strong prognostic feature, presence

of residual symptoms at remission. Among subjects

scoring o8 on the Hamilton Depression Scale

(HAMD) at remission, 76% relapsed in the following

15 months, while among those with lower scores, only

25% did so (Paykel et al., 1995). The high risk of re-

lapse when remission was partial rather than complete

had been recognized earlier, but was particularly

striking in this study, and was important as pointing

to a target patient group for relapse reduction. There

was also a hint that failure to receive adequate medi-

cation was not the prime cause either of residual

symptoms or relapse. Although by the time of relapse

some patients were off medication, antidepressant

treatment doses at the time of remission in subjects
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with and without residual symptoms, and in those

relapsing and not relapsing, did not differ or show

suggestive trends (Paykel et al., 1995; Ramana et al.,

1995).

The Cambridge findings have more recently been

extended to 10 yr (Kennedy et al., 2003). Taking a

criterion for full recovery, 92% of patients recovered,

the great majority within 2 yr. However, over the 10 yr,

67% experienced a recurrence of major depression,

half of these by 24 months after recovery. Moreover,

a comparison with published follow-up studies for

depressed patient cohorts from mid- to late-1970s

(Mueller et al., 1999; Surtees and Barkley, 1994) and

1960s (Kiloh et al., 1988; Lee and Murray, 1988) sug-

gested that there had been little change in recurrence

rates (Kennedy et al., 2003). In addition there were

high levels of inter-episode subthreshold symptoms

(Kennedy et al., 2004).

In order to ascertain whether the problem really

was failure to deliver adequate medication, a separate

further study was carried out (Ramana et al., 1999,

2003) focusing on aftercare received in the 18 months

following discharge from hospital, by 104 subjects

with depression. Detailed medication histories were

obtained fromsubjects and fromcase records, andwere

compared with published guideline standards for

continuation and maintenance. In these subjects, with

severe recurrent disorder, both prescribed levels and

medication adherence were surprisingly good. More-

over, the majority of failures to receive adequate medi-

cation were due to patient refusal or non-adherence

rather than prescriber failure. It is well known that

people are distrustful of antidepressants, as shown

in general population attitude studies (Paykel et al.,

1998). Overall, there were some deficiencies in receipt

of medication, but they were not sufficient to explain

high relapse rates, nor were they evident particularly

in relapsing patients. The preponderance of evidence

suggests that, while use of antidepressants and mood

stabilizers could be improved, the principal reason for

high relapse rates is the intractability of the disorder

to currently available medications, in some patients.

Antidepressants appear to be more effective in in-

ducing remission and recovery than in preventing

further episodes.

Cognitive therapy in relapse prevention

There exists, therefore, a situation in which some

patients with depression are highly prone to relapse

and recurrence, in spite of good treatment with medi-

cation. This raises the obvious question as to whether a

psychological treatment could be of help. In the last

10 yr, cognitive therapy has emerged as a strong can-

didate in this situation.

Cognitive therapy as a treatment approach is now

about 30 yr old (Beck, 2005). There is good evidence

that it is effective in milder depression, and of com-

parable efficacy to antidepressants (Churchill et al.,

2001), but less evidence that it is effective in severe

depression. It is costly, due particularly to the cost of

therapist time, for multiple sessions (Scott et al., 2003).

It also requires a patient time commitment. More-

over in most countries there is a shortage of trained

therapists. Although there is promising evidence for

brief approaches and computerized adaptations

(Proudfoot et al., 2003) it is still generally a second

choice in acute treatment of adult depressives. If,

however, benefit of preventing episodes extends

over a longer time-frame after receipt of treatment

and it can add to medication or be effective in those

subjects who fail to benefit from medication, it clearly

would have a useful therapeutic place.

Evidence for benefit started to emerge in the 1980s.

Follow-up studies of acute treatment trials comparing

CBT with antidepressants showed significantly lower

relapse rates in the groups which had received

CBT (Blackburn et al., 1986; Evans et al., 1992; Simons

et al., 1986) with non-significant results in three other

studies (Kovacs et al., 1981; Miller et al., 1989; Shea et

al., 1992). Such follow-up studies of acute trials cannot

be conclusive (Paykel et al., 1999). First, a ‘differential

sieve’ may have occurred during acute treatment,

whereby patients less likely to relapse responded to

CBT. Second, antidepressant continuation was not

always undertaken systematically or well controlled

in these studies, and in one study where it was, dif-

ferences in relapse rates between antidepressant

and CBT groups were much reduced (Evans et al.,

1992), as in a recent similar study in severe de-

pression (Hollon et al., 2005). It really requires studies

designed specifically for relapse reduction to test this

effect.

There have now been seven such trials, which are

summarized in Table 1. The first studies were two by

Fava and colleagues, one in residual depression (Fava

et al., 1994, 1996, 1998a) and one in recurrent depress-

ives (Fava et al., 1998b, 2004). Both showed substan-

tial difference in relapse rates at the time-points of

maximum differences, shown in the table, and these

were reasonably sustained after more lengthy follow-

up to 6 yr. These studies were small, with only 20

patients in each treatment group. In both also, drug

treatment was withdrawn at the time of commence-

ment of CBT, a procedure likely to inflate relapse rates

in the control groups. In ordinary treatment practice,
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antidepressants should be continued for 9–12 months

after acute treatment.

The Cambridge–Newcastle study (Paykel et al.,

1999) is one of the largest to date, including 158

patients, all with current residual symptoms rated o8

on the 17-item HAMD ando9 on the Beck Depression

Inventory, following DSM-III-R major depression in

the previous 18 months. All were receiving anti-

depressants in moderately high doses (mean daily

dose equivalent to 33 mg fluoxetine for those on

SSRIs, or 186 mg/d amitriptyline for those on TCAs)

and were required to remain on these doses through-

out the trial treatment phase of 5 months and follow-

up phase of a further 12 months. Subjects were

randomized to receive clinical management, or clinical

management plus 16 sessions of CBT over 20 months

from trained cognitive therapists, with two sub-

sequent booster sessions. The trial was thus targeted

at subjects known first to be only partially responsive

to antidepressant ; second, to be relapse prone by

virtue of their residual symptoms; third, already re-

ceiving moderately high antidepressant doses without

adequate responses, so that CBT would be indicated if

effective, and fourth, with CBT delivered after acute

treatment, rather than given in acute treatment to all

depressives, which would be impractical. The study

showed moderate-sized treatment effects, with relapse

reduced from 47% in the control group to 29% in the

CBT group (Paykel et al., 1999). Benefit was not due to

any effects on drug adherence, which was good in

both groups. Effects on achievement of full remission

and on symptom ratings were small, suggesting a

specific relapse effect. There were some effects on

social adjustment (Paykel et al., 1999; Scott et al., 2000).

A cost analysis showed higher costs in the CBT group

amounting to about £4500 (UK pounds) per relapse

avoided (Scott et al., 2003), due largely to cost of

therapists, not a negligible expenditure but generally a

worthwhile one.

Follow-up has recently been extended to 6 yr after

randomization (Paykel et al., 2005). Effects on relapse

gradually diminished over time, but lasted until 312 yr

after the end of the CBT. There was also some benefit

on residual symptom levels in this analysis. These

findings confirm an advantage of CBT over medi-

cation: effects last for some time after cessation of the

treatment. This would also improve the cost-benefit

balance, since costs during treatment can be held

against benefit over a substantially longer period.

The study by Jarrett et al. (2001) used a different

design. All subjects received acute-phase CBT and

unmedicated responders were randomized either to 8

months (10 sessions) continuation cognitive therapy or

a control group. Continuation cognitive therapy sig-

nificantly reduced the relapse rate. In post-hoc analy-

ses the effect was confined to depressions with first

onset prior to age 18 yr.

Teasdale et al. (2000) used an innovative cognitive

approach, ‘mindfulness-based’ cognitive therapy. The

studies reviewed above all commenced CBT while

depressive symptoms were present since cognitive

therapists need some negative cognitions to work with

and these may be hard for the patient to recapture,

after the depression has gone. Teasdale et al. (2000)

employed a technique using minor dysphoric feelings

in well subjects to re-experience the feelings of de-

pression and the negative cognitions, and to teach the

patient to become more aware of these and accept

them as mental events rather than as aspects of the self

or necessarily true reflections of reality. In a trial of this

variant of CBT delivered to recovered depressives in

groups, the rate of recurrences was reduced compared

with the control group, but only in subjects with o3

previous episodes.

Ma and Teasdale (2004) undertook a smaller repli-

cation study with similar results. This time there was a

significant interaction with number of episodes. In the

smaller portion of the sample with only two episodes,

CBT was a little worse than treatment as usual, but in

those with o3 episodes (who also tended to be earlier

Table 1. Controlled trials of cognitive therapy (CBT) in

prevention of relapse and recurrence

Study n

Follow-

up

Relapse rates*

CBT

(%)

Control

(%)

Residual depression

Fava et al. (1994,

1996, 1998a)

40 6 yr 35 70

Paykel et al.

(1999, 2005)

158 3.5 yr 29 47

Recurrent depression

Fava et al.

(1998b, 2004)

40 6 yr 25 80

Teasdale et al. (2000) 145 16 mo. 40 66a

Jarrett et al. (2001) 156 8 mo. 10 31

Ma and Teasdale (2004) 76 15 mo. 39 62a,b

Bockting et al. (2005) 187 2 yr 49 54b,c

* For studies with further follow-up, relapse rates are shown

at time of maximum differences.
a Significant only where >2 previous episodes; b significant

interaction with n of episodes; c significant only where >4

previous episodes.
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in onset and to have episodes unrelated to life events),

it significantly reduced the recurrence rate.

The most recent study is that by Bockting et al.

(2005). CBT was delivered in groups to 187 recovered

depressives, but only 165 were available for analysis.

Again there was a significant interaction with number

of episodes, with a slightly higher relapse rate in CBT

than in treatment as usual for those with few episodes,

but a strong beneficial effect (46% vs. 72%) for those

with o5 previous episodes.

Remaining questions

The efficacy of CBT in reducing relapse and recurrence

rates is now clear. Some further questions remain to

be answered. One major issue is the mechanism of

action. It is not via enhanced medication compliance.

In the Fava studies medication was withdrawn, and in

the Jarrett study patients were not on medication. In

the Cambridge–Newcastle study medication com-

pliance was good, and did not differ between groups.

Also in the Cambridge–Newcastle study, a special

complex analysis was undertaken to examine poss-

ible specific cognitive mechanisms, looking for what

changes during CBT predicted lessening of later re-

lapse in the CBT compared with the control group

(Teasdale et al., 2001). The key change appeared to be

a movement from extreme cognitions either in a

negative or a positive direction, towards the middle.

Replication in other samples is still required.

One less specific possibility is that CBT provides a

coping framework for the patient whose symptoms

are starting to return or worsen. A patient whose

treatment has focused around medication and its ben-

efits, and who is on high doses, can do little if symp-

toms are returning in spite of the medication, and can

readily become demoralized, and lack a means of self-

help. CBT can provide such a coping framework.

The existing controlled trials do not fully rule out

one further possibility : that some of the benefit is

merely due to an increased amount of non-specific

therapeutic contact. It is difficult to find a control

group modality that fully controls for this, is plausible

and motivating for patients and sustainable over a

substantial number of sessions for therapists. It would

seem unlikely that such effects of non-specific contact

would produce differences in major relapse of the

magnitude which have been found, in trials with as-

sessors masked to treatment modality, but a portion of

the effect could be attributable to this.

It is also not clear how the effects of CBT in this

context compare with other psychological therapies

for depression, and particularly for interpersonal

psychotherapy (IPT). A controlled trial comparing

CBT and IPT in relapse prevention is now needed.

It would need to be in a large sample, since some

benefit might be expected for each, and preferably

should also include a lower contact control group.

Lastly, the indications for CBT in relapse prevention

require formulation and some consensus. The follow-

ing recommendations are proposed: (1) CBT is in-

dicated where there is prior evidence of vulnerability

to relapse and recurrence, for instance by residual

symptoms not responding fully to antidepressant,

previous history of relapse or recurrences; (2) it

should be used in these circumstances as an adjunct

to continuation or maintenance medication; (3) pref-

erably it should be started during improvement, while

there are still some symptoms and negative cognitions

are still accessible.
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